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Introducing ViEWS Overview

The point of departure: Model for dichotomous outcomes
Predicting conflict/no conflict 1-36 months ahead

ViEWS 2018–2021:
Predicting the probability of fatal political violence in a given month

For each of three different types of political
violence (UCDP definitions)

State-based conflict
Non-state conflict
One-sided violence

For two distinct but related levels of analysis:

At least 25 deaths per country
At least 1 death per ’grid cell’

For Africa (2018-2020) and the Middle East
(2021 −→)

Pilot funded by the ERC, UU, and PRIO; extensions by
UN ESCWA and UNHCR.

Country-level
(25 BRDs per month)

PRIO-GRID level
(1 BRD per month) 4 / 53



Introducing ViEWS Overview

The new approach: Model for continuous outcomes I
Predicting number of fatalities 1-36 months ahead

ViEWS 2022 −→:
Predicting incidence and the number of fatalities from organized
political violence

For state-based conflict

To be expanded to all three types of violence

For both levels of analysis

Per country
Per ’grid cell’

For a broader geographic scope

Global coverage at the country level
Africa and the Middle East at the grid level

Extension funded by UK government (FCDO).
Predicted fatalities in
Nov-22
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Introducing ViEWS Overview

The new approach: Model for continuous outcomes II
Predicting number of fatalities 1-36 months ahead

Why change the prediction outcome?

(+) Avoids arbitrary cutoffs

(+) Allows per-capita estimates

(+) Better use of available
information

(+) Better representation of
total impact

(+) Allows more nuanced
handling of uncertainty

(+) Any
dichotomization/categorization
can be derived from it

(-) ... But modeling is more
complicated

(-) ... Evaluation of models less
straightforward

(-) ... Currently, presented with
a non-intuitive log
transformation
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Methods Overview

How are the forecasts generated?
Ensembles, feature sets, and algorithms

The system is constructed from two ‘ensembles’ of smaller forecasting
models – one for each level of analysis

Forecasting (sub-)model: A combination of a feature set and an
algorithm

Feature set: Group of conflict-related predictors (independent variables)

Machine learning algorithms:
Random forests, gradient boosting, Markov models, and hurdle models
(for handling zeroes)

Ensemble models: Final predictions are constructed from a selection of
sub-models – taking advantage of the ‘wisdom of the crowd’
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Methods Data

Predictors
The input data

The data informing the models

An extensive suite of variables covering 1990–2022

Carefully selected based on decades of peace and conflict research
200+ unique predictors in the country-level ensemble
100+ unique predictors in the grid-level ensemble

Drawn directly from the original data providers, and/or created by
means of processing/transforming the raw data

E.g. time and space lags, imputations of missing data

Systematic data collection

Clear, concise, immutable definitions
Uniform coverage across time and space

Only open-source data to maximize transparency

Updated at least annually; conflict data monthly
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Methods Data

Key predictors – across levels of analysis
Conflict history

Uppsala Conflict Data Program

Data for 1990–2020: UCDP-GED
(Petterson et al. 2021)

Annual update schedule; 2021 data
now available

Data for January 2021 →:
UCDP-Candidate (Hegre et al. 2020)

Monthly updated candidate data
UCDP Candidate data replaced by
UCDP GED annually

Supplemented by ACLED

Measurement problems

‘Known Geographical Imprecision’
(Croicu 2022)

Fatalities in Aug-22
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Methods Data

Key predictors: Country level

‘Feature sets’:

Conflict history (UCDP, ACLED)

Political institutions, democracy (V-Dem)

E.g. liberal democracy, rule of law, equality,
exclusion of social groups in politics

Development (WDI)

E.g. GDP per capita, infant mortality rate

Economic growth (IMF WEO)

Food prices, food security (FAO, FAOSTAT)

E.g. mean food prices, food price inflation,
access to clean water, basic sanitation

Water management, societal vulnerability
(FAO, FAO AQUASTAT)

E.g. freshwater withdrawal, water
management efficiency, renewable resources

News monitoring (Mueller and Rauh 2018)

Burkina Faso, January
2017

Burkina Faso, April
2017
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Methods Data

Key predictors: Grid-cell level

‘Feature sets’:

Conflict history (UCDP)

E.g. fatalities per grid cell and in
neighbouring grid cells, time and
space lags, decay functions

Natural and social geography
(PRIO-GRID)

E.g. terrain type, resources,
proximity to cities and country
borders, demography

Climate and societal vulnerability
(PRIO-GRID, MIRCA, MAPSPAM,
SPEI Global Drought Monitor)

E.g. climate extreme indices,
reliance on agriculture, crop yields,
precipitation

Agricultural drought, June 2018
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Methods Ensembling

Ensembling
Weighting: the ’wisdom of the crowd’

Combines the strength and knowledge of several sub-models into
ensembles of models that generate the final conflict predictions

The country-month (cm)
ensemble: sub-model weights
trained using a genetic algorithm

The PRIO-GRID-month (pgm)
ensemble: an unweighted
average of the sub-model
forecasts

No models are perfect; an ensemble evens out errors from each sub-model
and focuses on their core contributions
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Methods Modeling approach

Forecasting structure for model development
‘Leave the future out’

Data partitioning for model development: maximising the use of
available data

Training set to train the forecasting models on the historical data to
infer the conditions and patterns that are conducive of conflict

Calibration set to re-adjust the forecasts in a such a way that the
mean predicted value matches the average of the real observations

Testing set for which forecasts are produced

For model training/calibration/ensembling:

Training period: Jan 1990 – Dec 2012

Calibration period: Jan 2013 – Dec 2016

Testing period: Jan 2017 – Dec 2020
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Methods Modeling approach

Forecasting structure for true forecasting
Set-up for the monthly runs of our models

For true forecasting:

Training period: Jan 1990 – Dec 2016

Calibration period: Jan 2017 – Dec 2020

Predictor updating period: Jan 2021 – Aug 2022 (rolling end date)

Forecasting period: Sept 2022 – Aug 2025 (rolling 36-month period)

Purpose of the predictor updating period:

The predictors are updated as new data becomes available; monthly
(UCDP, ACLED), quarterly, annually etc., depending on the update
cycle of each data provider.

Using the most recent data, new forecasts are then generated each
month – for each month in a rolling 3-year window.
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Methods Modeling approach

How the models respond to new input data
3-year forecasts as if generated with input data up to Jan 2017, Feb 2017 [...], Jan 2020

Burkina Faso

Bars: Selected input data –– observed fatalities per month (UCDP-GED)
Lines: Forecasts for each ‘step ahead’, as of the last month of input data available at the time
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Methods Modeling approach

Separate models for different forecasting horizons
A new model for each ‘step ahead’

A good model looking one
month into the future is
different from one predicting
36 months forward

ViEWS solution:

Train models separately for each ‘step
ahead’ (36 steps)

Update all steps in monthly updates

Predicted fatalities, state-based conflict, November 2022 (s=3, left), July 2025 (s=36, right)
Based on data up to August 2022
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Methods Architecture

The ViEWS architecture
Flowchart
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Forecasts Country-level predictions

Country-level predictions
Based on data up to August 2022

3 months ahead (Nov-22) 12 months ahead (Aug-23)

Gradual decrease in most conflict countries

‘Reversion to the mean’
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Forecasts Country-level predictions

Total predicted fatalities over the next 12/36 months
Based on data up to August 2022
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Forecasts Grid-cell level predictions

Grid-cell level predictions
Based on data up to August 2022

3 months ahead (Nov-22) 12 months ahead (Aug-23)
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Forecasts Grid-cell level predictions

Predicted change (%) in fatalities
Grid-cell level

Prediction vs last observation Current vs old prediction

Left: Nov-22 prediction vs last observed data (Aug-22)
Right: Current 3-months-ahead prediction vs 3-months-ahead prediction generated 3 months
ago
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Interpretation of the forecasts Surrogate models

What drives our forecasts?
Use of surrogate models to understand and visualize the key drivers

Surrogate models: Illustrate the extent to which the main conflict
predictions can be related to a given variable, or set of variables

In practice, a regression model with the main prediction as the
dependent variable and a flexible function of a given variable as the
independent one.

An indication of the relative importance of specific predictors, rather
than point predictions of their own – the results do not sum up to the
point predictions from the ensemble models.
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Interpretation of the forecasts Surrogate models

Surrogate model example: Functional forms and variance
explained
36 months ahead

Democracy Infant mortality rate Population size

Variance: 0.123 Variance: 0.117 Variance: 0.212

Conflict history Neighboring conflict Topic 10: conflict

Variance: 0.877 Variance: 0.360 Variance: 0.505

Somewhat more variance explained by structural factors at s=36 than at s=3. 23 / 53



Interpretation of the forecasts Surrogate models

Surrogate model example: predictions
July 2025 (36 months ahead relative to last input data)

Liberal democracy Infant mortality rate Population size

Conflict history Neighboring conflict Topic 10: conflict

Red: Strong positive contribution

Green/blue: Moderate/weak positive contribution

Purple: No contribution
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Interpretation of the forecasts Surrogate models

Surrogate model example: percent change in predictions
3-months ahead predictions based on input data up to Aug 2022,
relative to predictions issued 3 months earlier

Liberal democracy Conflict history Neighbouring conflict

Steep increase for Libya, Chad, Sudan, South Sudan, Kenya, Madagascar due to UCDP
conflict observations

Steep decrease for Egypt, Niger, Togo, CAR, Rep. of Congo, Burundi also due to conflict

Increase for Ghana, Benin, Niger due to neighbouring conflict; decrease for DRC, Tanzania

No changes derive from the V-Dem liberal democracy score (no data updates over this
time)
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Evaluation Evaluation metrics

Evaluating predictive performance
Evaluation metrics

Out-of-sample evaluation and development

‘Train’ models on data for one partition of the available data

Evaluate performance on another partition

Iteratively improve performance

What constitutes a good prediction?

Main metric: Mean Squared Error

The square of the difference between what we predict and what
actually happened

Favors well-calibrated models
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Evaluation Evaluation metrics

What metrics are preferred?
Models perform differently on different evaluation metrics
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Evaluation Evaluation metrics

How well do we predict? I
An evaluation of forecasts for 2017–2020

MSE = 0.40 for three months into the future

Two thirds of predictions are between 55 and 180% of actual

MSE = 0.87 for 36 months into the future

Two thirds of predictions are between 40 and 250% of actual

In progress:

A systematic evaluation against observed data of how often a fixed
confidence band (between 50 and 200% of point prediction) is correct
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Evaluation Evaluation metrics

How well do we predict? II
An evaluation of forecasts for 2017–2020

How many were killed per country if we predict between 3 and 10 fatalities;
between 30 and 100; and 300 and 1,000, 12 months into the future?

If we predict 3–10 fatalities,
50% are 1 or higher, median
observation is 1, and 95% are
below 30

If we predict 30–100 fatalities,
90% are between 30 and 200

If we predict 300–1000, all are
above 100, and 90% are above
800
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Evaluation Uncertainty of the predictions

Uncertainty of predictions
Selected cases August 2023 (12 months ahead relative to last input data)

Given the results of the evaluation for 2017–2020 in the slide above, what
certainty can we apply to our current predictions?

Country Forecast 0-0.4 0.5–10 11–100 101–1000 1000+

Burkina Faso 77 0.2% 13.6% 67.7% 18.3% 0.3%
Ethiopia 19 5.9% 30.6% 58.0% 5.6% 0.0%
Mali 62 0.3% 15.9% 68.0% 15.6% 0.2%
Madagascar 3 84.6% 10.3% 5.0% 0.1% 0.0%
Niger 23 4.0% 28.6% 60.8% 6.6% 0.0%

Predicted fatalities in August 2023, and probability that the observed fatalities will fall within
each fatality interval.
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Standard output Resources

Standard output from the ViEWS system I
Available resources

Monthly summaries of the latest
forecasts:

The VIEWS Risk Monitor series

Available for 2018-2021 via the
VIEWS website

Coming soon for the new model
– discussion point later today
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Standard output Resources

Standard output from the ViEWS system II
Available resources

The VIEWS API (api.viewsforecasting.org)

New datasets released every month

Ensemble predictions for each of the
next 36 months at the country and
grid-cell levels
Selected surrogate/interpretation
model predictions for each of the next
36 months at the country level

Wiki pages with detailed user guide, list
and description of available datasets,
and related codebooks in the GitHub
repository views api

Self-documenting exploration interface
via api.viewsforecasting.org/docs
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Standard output Resources

Standard output from the ViEWS system III
Available resources

Interactive data dashboard (viewsforecasting.org/dashboard)

For the dichotomous model in use
2020-2021

Explore ensemble and sub-model
forecasts
Compare forecasts from different data
releases
Download datasets as .csv

For the continuous model in use from 2022 (future release)

Explore ensemble predictions (number of fatalities and dichotomous
outcomes)
Compare predictions from different data releases
Explore surrogate model predictions
Explore selected input data (predictors)
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Standard output Resources

Standard output from the ViEWS system IV
Available resources

Access to complete datasets and replication data

Provided upon request to views@pcr.uu.se

Can also be retrieved by the advanced user via ‘viewser’, the
web-based CLI interacting with the ViEWS3 database

Open source code documenting the data infrastructure and services
available via viewser
Ready-made Jupyter notebooks for quick access to common requests in
the GitHub repository viewsforecasting
Requires a database certificate – please contact us for advice and
assistance
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Standard output Resources

Standard output from the ViEWS system V
Available resources

Model documentation

Open-source GitHub repositories with all resources required to inspect
and run the VIEWS models

Specification of all predictors and sub-models
Production code to generate new forecasts

Useful code repositories

¥ FCDO predicting fatalities

Frozen repository documenting the current model (fatalities001)

¥ viewsforecasting

Documentation of future versions of the fatalities model (fatalities002
onwards)

¥ viewser

Documentation of the web-based CLI interacting with the ViEWS3
database
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Next steps Model development

Next steps for model development I

Expand outcomes

One-sided and non-state armed conflict

Improve modeling of conflict onsets

Expert survey

Model onsets specifically

Optimize ensembles to give more weight to onsets

Explore other prediction targets

For instance, escalation periods

Consider optimizing ensembles for these

Actor layer

Fatalities at actor level: How many fatalities involving AQIM (the
al-Qaida Organisation in the Islamic Maghreb) in 2023?

Allows incorporating data on peace agreements, external support, etc.
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Next steps Model development

Next steps for model development II

New research projects: predicting impacts of armed conflict on
human development

‘Societies at Risk’ at Uppsala University

‘ANTICIPATE’ at PRIO

Moving from the ‘Violence Early-Warning System (ViEWS)’ to the
‘Violence & Impacts Early-Warning System (VIEWS)’
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Next steps The PoC project

Next steps within the PoC project

General plans – your input today will steer the work ahead!

1 Demonstration package of special reports and case studies

2 Non-technical demonstrations of predictive performance/how well we
predict

3 Non-technical documentation of the ViEWS model and its output

4 Sharing input data aggregated to the ViEWS levels of analysis

5 Interpretation tools to help explain the forecasts

6 Expansion of the interactive data dashboard

7 More? – Discussion topic
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Next steps The PoC project

Demonstration package of special reports and case studies
Planned PoC output

Monthly summary reports (overview of the most recent forecasts)

Country reports (case studies)

Looking closer at the predictions for a given country or region, and the
key drivers thereof

Scenario analyses

What effect will an increase/decrease in input variable(s) XYZ have on
future conflict?

Validation studies/local consultations

Local consultations on our selection of predictors – does the model
incorporate sufficient data to capture the local context?
Local consultations on predictions – does the model’s predictions align
with the assessment of local experts?

Discussion points during the 3rd session today – input appreciated!
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Next steps The PoC project

Non-technical demonstrations of predictive performance
Planned PoC output

Possible end products:

Simplified uncertainty model (confidence bands and systematic
out-of-sample evaluation of the accuracy of the confidence band);
results via the VIEWS API

A non-technical two-pager showcasing overall predictive performance
of the model

A non-technical report showcasing predictive performance for a
specific country/region

Discussion points during the 3rd session today – input appreciated!
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Next steps The PoC project

Non-technical documentation of the model and its output
Planned PoC output

Intuitive (yet automated) model documentation via GitHub, and in
simplified form on the VIEWS website (in progress)

Currently available for the advanced user, as written for the VIEWS
team

Intuitive documentation of the data infrastructure (ViEWS3 and the
CLI ‘viewser‘) via GitHub

Currently available for the advanced user in a series of repositories, as
written for the VIEWS team

Non-technical user guide for the VIEWS API (ready)

Wiki pages with detailed instructions for making an API call, example
queries, what datasets are available, information about what the
datasets contain, and relevant codebooks in multiple formats

Codebooks for all predictors (in progress)
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Next steps The PoC project

Sharing input data for the LOAs used by ViEWS
Planned PoC output

Both original (from the data providers) and processed data (what is
fed into the models) to be made easily accessible to users

Subsets of original (unprocessed) data via the API to facilitate
visualization of key drivers of our forecasts, including observed conflict
(in progress)
Datadumps of all input data (original or processed) informing a given
prediction can be shared upon request (ready)
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Next steps The PoC project

Interpretation tools to help explain the forecasts
Planned PoC output

‘Surrogate models’ to help isolate and communicate the influence of
key drivers of our forecasts

Predictions from a small selection available via our API at the
country-level; more coming this fall (in progress)
Sub-national level planned for winter/spring 2023
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Next steps The PoC project

Expanding the interactive data dashboard
Planned PoC output

Currently limited to data releases from the dichotomous ViEWS2
model (in use until Dec-21)

To be expanded to show all output from the ViEWS3 models

Predicted number of fatalities from our ensemble models
Dichotomous forecasts (probabilistic) derived from the ensemble models
Changes to the forecasts over time
Results from surrogate/interpretation models
Selected input data
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Session 2: Q&A

Session 2: Q&A

Thanks for listening!

Questions?
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Session 3: Group discussion

Session 3: Group discussion

Agenda:

1 Feedback on the planned PoC output

2 Brainstorming/suggestions for other output from ViEWS – what
would be most useful to your teams? (Open floor)

3 What support would you need to use ViEWS data in your teams?
(Open floor)
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Session 3: Group discussion Planned PoC output

Demonstration package: special reports and case studies
Monthly reports

Monthly summary reports (overview of the most recent forecasts)

Short 2-pager with highlights?
Current 9-10 pages with predictions, changes since last month, and
discussion of why the forecasts have changed?
Preferred forecasting window?

Overview for all 36 months?
Focus on next quarter, next two quarters (aggregated predictions)?
Focus on a given month, i.e. 3 months from now, 6 months from now?
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Session 3: Group discussion Planned PoC output

Demonstration package: special reports and case studies
Country reports

Country reports (case studies) Looking closer at the key drivers
in a given country or regionPredictions aggregated to a new levels of
analysis, or a new temporal scope?Predictions presented as
intervals/bins of predicted fatalities, or a risk index?Interest in
collaborating on a joint case study? (public)
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Session 3: Group discussion Planned PoC output

Demonstration package: special reports and case studies
Scenario analyses, consultation studies

Scenario analyses
What effect will an increase/decrease in input variable(s) XYZ have on
future conflict?
Requests for areas to focus on?

Validation studies/local consultations
Local consultations on input data – does the model incorporate
sufficient data to capture the local context?
Local consultations on predictions – does the model’s predictions align
with the assessment of local experts?
Interest in participating, or suggestions for parties to consult?
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Session 3: Group discussion Planned PoC output

Non-technical demonstrations of predictive performance

Possible end products:

Simplified uncertainty model (confidence bands and systematic oos
evaluation of the accuracy of the confidence band), results via the
VIEWS API

A non-technical two-pager showcasing overall predictive performance
of the model

A non-technical report showcasing predictive performance for a
specific country/region

What would you like to see? All input appreciated!
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Session 3: Group discussion Brainstorming

Other ideas or suggestions?

1 What else would you like to see from ViEWS – what services/output
would be most useful to you and your teams?

2 What resources do you have available within your teams to make use
of data from a system like ViEWS? What support would you need
from us to get started?

This is just the beginning – don’t hesitate to reach out with suggestions or
requests!

We’ll follow up bilaterally with updates and (if applicable) next steps for case studies/user cases.
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